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GUITAR ROCK THE LATE '60s

1. Hawaii Five-O • The Ventures
2. Magic Carpet Ride • Steppenwolf
3. Good Thing • Paul Revere and the Raiders
4. On the Road Again • Canned Heat
5. When I Was Young • Eric Burdon and the Animals
6. Jingo • Santana
7. Dark Eyed Woman • Spirit
8. Highway 61 Revisited • Johnny Winter
9. Time Has Come Today • The Chambers Brothers
10. So You Want to Be a Rock 'n' Roll Star • The Byrds
11. Incense and Peppermints • Strawberry Alarm Clock
12. Talk Talk • The Music Machine
13. Down on Me • Big Brother and the Holding Company
14. Season of the Witch • Donovan
15. Killing Floor • Electric Flag
16. Kentucky Woman • Deep Purple
17. Morning Dew • Jeff Beck
18. Dear Mr. Fantasy • Traffic
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**DISCOGRAPHY**

*Indicates highest Billboard chart position

1. **Hawaii Five-O**  The Ventures • *Music by Mort Stevens. EMI April Music Inc. ASCAP. Liberty 56068 (1969). Courtesy of EMI Records USA, a division of ERG, under license from CEMA Special Markets. No. 4*  

2. **Magic Carpet Ride**  Steppenwolf • *Music and lyrics by Rushton Moreve and John Kay. Duchess Music Corp./Kings Road Music. BMI. Dunhill 4161 (1968). Courtesy of MCA Records, Inc. No. 3*  

3. **Good Thing**  Paul Revere and the Raiders • *Music and lyrics by Mark Lindsay and Terry Melcher. Daywin Music, Inc. BMI. Columbia 43907 (1967). No. 4*  

4. **On the Road Again**  Canned Heat • *Music and lyrics by Floyd Jones and Alan Wilson. EMI Unart Catalog Inc./Frederick Music Co. BMI. Liberty 56038 (1968). Courtesy of EMI Records USA, a division of ERG, under license from CEMA Special Markets. No. 16*  


10. **So You Want to Be a Rock 'n' Roll Star**  The Byrds • *Music and lyrics by Jim McGuinn and Chris Hillman. Tickson Music. BMI. Columbia 43987 (1967). No. 29*  


15. Killing Floor  Electric Flag • Music and lyrics by Chester Burnett. ARC Music Corp. BMI. Columbia LP 9597 (1968). Did not chart.

